There has been substantial recent interest in annotation schemes that can be applied consistently to many languages. Building on several recent efforts to unify morphological and syntactic annotation, the Universal Dependencies (UD) project seeks to introduce a cross-linguistically applicable part-of-speech tagset, feature inventory, and set of dependency relations as well as a large number of uniformly annotated treebanks. We present Universal Dependencies for Finnish, one of the ten languages in the recent first release of UD project treebank data. We detail the mapping of previously introduced annotation to the UD standard, describing specific challenges and their resolution. We additionally present parsing experiments comparing the performance of a stateof-the-art parser trained on a languagespecific annotation schema to performance on the corresponding UD annotation. The results show improvement compared to the source annotation, indicating that the conversion is accurate and supporting the feasibility of UD as a parsing target. The introduced tools and resources are available under open licenses from
Introduction
The Universal Dependencies (UD) initiative seeks to develop cross-linguistically consistent annotation guidelines and apply them to many languages to create treebank annotations that are uniform in e.g. their theoretical basis, label sets, and structural aspects. Such resources could substantially advance cross-lingual learning, improve comparability of evaluation results, and facilitate new approaches to automatic syntactic analysis.
UD builds on the Google Universal part-ofspeech (POS) tagset (Petrov et al., 2012) , the Interset interlingua of morphosyntactic features (Zeman, 2008) , and Stanford Dependencies (de Marneffe et al., 2006; Tsarfaty, 2013; de Marneffe et al., 2014) . In addition to the abstract annotation scheme, UD defines also a treebank storage format, CoNLL-U. A first version of UD treebank data, building on the Google Universal Dependency Treebanks (McDonald et al., 2013) and many other previously released resources (Bosco et al., 2013; Haverinen et al., 2013b) , was recently released 1 (Nivre et al., 2015) .
In this paper, we present the adaptation of the UD guidelines to Finnish and the creation of the UD Finnish treebank by conversion of the previously introduced Turku Dependency Treebank (TDT) (Haverinen et al., 2013b) . We also provide a first set of experiments comparing the parsing scores of language-specific treebank annotation to that of a UD treebank, providing an evaluation of both the conversion quality and the feasibility of UD annotation as a parsing target. In a related but separate effort within the UD initiative, the FinnTreeBank 1 2 (ftb-1) (Voutilainen, 2011) is also being converted into the UD format. The ftb-1 is a treebank based on all grammatical examples from the VISK 3 Finnish grammar reference (Hakulinen et al., 2004) , and will thus complement the TDT-based UD Finnish treebank in the set of UD treebanks.
Treebank conversion
The conversion of TDT into the UD Finnish treebank was implemented following the UD specification (version 1, Oct 2014), the Finnish grammar of Hakulinen et al. (2004) and the TDT annotation guidelines (Haverinen et al., 2013b) as the primary references. The initial stages of the work involved identifying similarities and differences between the TDT and UD annotation guidelines, adapting the general UD guidelines to Finnish, and planning the implementation of the conversion. Technically, the conversion was implemented as a pipeline of processing components, each of which consumed and produced CoNLL-U-formatted data. The following sections present the source data and primary stages of processing in detail.
Turku Dependency Treebank
As the source data for the conversion, we selected the most recent published distribution of TDT. 4 The source treebank contains 15,000 sentences (200,000 words) drawn from a variety of sources and annotated in a Finnish-specific version of the Stanford Dependencies (SD) scheme, and it has previously been demonstrated to be applicable e.g. for training broad-coverage dependency parsers for Finnish (Kanerva et al., 2014) .
In addition to converting the annotation to UD standards, we also addressed a number of instances where tokenization differed from UD specifications, corrected a small number of sentence-splitting errors, and updated the lemmas to improve both treebank-internal consistency and conformance with the UD specification. We further introduced a fully manually annotated morphology layer, replacing the automatically generated morphological annotation of the initial data. This modified TDT not only serves as the basis for conversion but is also made available as a separate contribution.
Part-of-speech annotation
The UD specification defines 17 POS tags, and requires that all conforming treebanks use only these tags. 5 The TDT annotation uses a comparatively coarse-grained set of 12 POS tags, of which approximately half correspond straightforwardly to one of the 17 UD POS tags (Table 1) . Several other TDT tags could be assigned the appropriate UD tag based on the value of the SUBCAT fea-4 Available from http://bionlp.utu.fi/ 5 While no language-specific POS tags can thus be defined in the primary POS annotation, the CoNLL-U format allows a secondary POS tag to be assigned to each word to preserve treebank-specific information. ture, which distinguishes e.g. coordinating conjunctions from subordinating conjunctions (CONJ and SCONJ in UD, respectively). Just four TDT tags, marking pronouns, punctuation, symbols and verbs, required further information to resolve correctly.
Punctuation and symbols The guidelines covering the use of the Punct and Sym tags in the TDT annotation differed to such an extent from the UD specification of PUNCT and SYM that the Punct/Sym distinction in the original treebank was ignored in creating the mapping. Instead, words assigned either of these tags in TDT were assigned UD POS based on newly implemented surface form-based heuristics, with e.g. currency symbols, mathematical operators, URLs and emoticons assigned SYM and other non-alphabetical character sequences PUNCT.
Verbs All verbs that can serve as auxiliaries were assigned AUX or VERB based on the presence of an aux dependency. This is the only rule concerning the morphological annotation layer that refers to the syntactic annotation. It should be noted that this rule cannot be applied deterministically in a standard syntactic analysis pipeline where morphological analysis precedes dependency analysis, but will instead require these verbs to be assigned both a VERB and AUX reading.
Pronouns The TDT POS tag Pron maps to PRON for UD Finnish in most cases, but pro-adjectives such as millainen "like-what" are analyzed as Pron in TDT but assigned to ADJ in UD Finnish following the reference grammar and the UD specification. The annotation of related cases such as pro-adverbs was already consistent with the reference resources and could thus be processed using the general mapping rules.
Finally, we note that UD Finnish excludes by design two of the UD POS tags, DET (determiner) and PART (particle). As Finnish has no true articles (Sulkala and Karjalainen, 1992) and words (primarily pronouns) that play a determiner role syntactically can be identified using the dependency annotation layer (namely, the det relation), we opted not to apply DET in UD Finnish annotation. Similarly, although various words have been categorized as particles in different descriptions of Finnish, the reference grammar (Hakulinen et al., 2004) does not assign any Finnish words to the category covered by PART in the UD specification. This POS tag is correspondingly excluded from use in UD Finnish.
Morphological features
The UD specification defines a set of 17 widely attested morphological features such as Case, Person, Number, Voice and Mood. However, by contrast to the POS tag annotation, the specification allows conforming treebanks to introduce language-specific features that are not included in this universal inventory, suggesting that such features be drawn when possible from the extended Interset compilation of morphological feature names and labels (Zeman, 2008) . The morphological annotation of TDT draws directly on the rich features provided by the OMorFi morphological analyzer (Pirinen, 2008) , and many of the generally applicable UD features can be generated by direct mapping from TDT POS tags and features (Table 2 ). For brevity, we refer to UD documentation for descriptions of UD standard features, focusing in the following on UD Finnish features not among the basic 17.
To minimize information loss from the conversion, we made liberal use of the possibility to introduce language-specific features to mark aspects of the TDT morphological annotation that were not captured by the basic 17 UD features. We aimed to primarily apply extended Interset features, drawing from this inventory the features Abbr (abbreviation or acronym), Style (collo- quial or archaic style), Typo (typographic error), Foreign (foreign word or script) and AdpType (adposition type: pre-or postposition). Finally, we added features to capture aspects of TDT annotation that did not have representation in Interset: InfForm (differentiates between Finnish infinitives), PartForm (similar for participles), Connegative (verb in connegative form) and Clitic and Derivation, identifying steps in the morphological derivation and modification processes to create the wordform.
While the great majority of UD Finnish features could be deterministically generated by reference only to the TDT POS tag and features, there were a few cases that required more complex heuristics to meet UD requirements. For example, the value of the Person feature is assigned to personal pronouns based on a lemma lookup table as OMorFi does not generate it, and the value of the Foreign value is assigned based on comparison of characters in the surface form against Unicode script tables. (Stenetorp et al., 2012) .
Dependency annotation
UD defines as set of 40 broadly applicable dependency relations, further allowing languagespecific subtypes of these to be defined to meet the needs of specific resources. Unlike the fairly straightforward mappings for morphological annotations, the conversion from TDT dependency annotation to UD often required not only relabeling types, but also changes to the tree structure. This mapping is summarized in Table 3 and presented in detail below. The UD syntactic annotation is based on the universal Stanford Dependencies (SD) scheme . One of the key properties of these schemes is that they emphasize direct relations between content words, treating function words as dependents of content words rather than as their heads. For example, this leads to a structure where a copula subject is attached directly to the predicative with the copular verb also becoming a dependent of the predicative (Figure 2) . Furthermore, function words can only have a very limited set of dependents, with strong preference given to attachment of function words to content words rather than to other function words. This will tend to produce relatively flat tree structures.
The UD emphasis on content words is not universally shared with other dependency annotation schemes, many of which mediate connections between content words through function words.
However, TDT is originally annotated using a language-specific variant of the SD scheme, and thus already applies an annotation scheme with predicatives as heads in copular expressions and content-word heads in prepositional phrases. The conversion of the syntactic annotation to UD thus involved fewer challenges than might be encountered for other treebanks.
During the conversion, relatively few structural reconfigurations were required. In the original TDT annotation, function words were allowed to have dependents of their own, permitting e.g. chains of auxiliary verbs (see Figure 1) . These modifiers were reattached to the upper-level content words. Additionally, multi-word expressions and names were annotated with head-final structures in TDT, but UD specifies head-initial annotation for all expressions that do not have internal structure of their own. For UD Finnish, multi-word expressions were revised to follow the UD head-initial approach. However, the head-final structure was kept for names. This decision reflects the fact that in Finnish multi-word names, only the last word carries the morphological inflections, providing evidence that it is the head of the phrase. By contrast, fixed multi-word expressions (UD mwe) do not typically inflect, and thus do not provide sufficient cause to diverge from the UD guideline of head-initial annotation.
One problematic issue arose from the fact that UD makes a systematic distinction between core arguments and other modifiers, which are only partly distinguished in TDT annotation. For example, participial modifiers of predicates, which usually include also secondary predication, were annotated simply as participial modifiers in TDT, while in UD these are seen as clausal dependents and a distinction must thus be made between com-Unchanged types advcl, amod, appos, aux, auxpass, cc, conj, cop, csubj, det, dobj, mark, name, nsubj, neg, root, parataxis, xcomp Simple mapping acomp → xcomp, adpos → case, compar → advcl, comparator → mark, complm → mark, csubj-cop → csubj:cop, gobj → nmod:gobj, gsubj → nmod:gsubj, iccomp → xcomp:ds, infmod → acl, intj → discourse, nommod-own → nmod:own, nsubj-cop → nsubj:cop, num → nummod, number → compound, poss → nmod:poss, preconj → cc:preconj, prt → compound:prt, quantmod → advmod, rcmod → acl:relcl, voc → vocative, xsubj → nsubj, xsubj-cop → nsubj:cop More complex mapping advmod → advmod, cc, mark ccomp → ccomp, xcomp:ds dep → dep, mwe nommod → nmod, xcomp, xcomp:ds nn → compound:nn, goeswith partmod → acl, advcl, ccomp, xcomp, xcomp:ds punct → discourse, punct / 0 → remnant Unmapped TDT types (removed) ellipsis, rel Unused UD types csubjpass, dislocated, foreign, expl, iobj, list, nsubjpass, reparandum plements and adjuncts. To implement the conversion for cases like these, we made reference to the manually annotated predicate-argument structures of the Finnish Propbank (Haverinen et al., 2013a) . Since the Finnish Propbank and the Turku Dependency Treebank are built on top of the same texts, we had access to semantic information where each argument is marked to identify whether it serves as a core argument or a modifier.
In some cases the original TDT annotation is more fine-grained than the relation types defined in the UD guidelines. We use two approaches to resolve this issue in UD Finnish. First, most of the more specific dependency types not defined in UD are simply dropped from UD Finnish, replacing occurrences of the types with their more general UD types. This is done in particular for TDT types that are not specific to Finnish and encode distinctions not targeted in UD syntactic relations, such as the difference between finite and non-finite clauses (cf. SD partmod and infmod). However, some fine-grained dependencies were defined in the TDT variant of the SD scheme to capture properties that are unique or especially important to the Finnish language. We introduce some of these relations also in UD Finnish as subtypes of UD relations. This allows us to preserve the information while allowing a fully comparable UD analysis to be generated by simply replacing detailed types with those that they are subtypes of. For example, Finnish does not have a specific verb expressing ownership (such as to have in English), and typically the verb olla "to be" is used instead with the owner expressed with a nominal modifier. The surface forms of possessive clauses and existential clauses are similar (Minulla on koira "I have a dog", lit. At me is a dog and Pihalla on koira "These is a dog in the yard"), and using the standard nominal modifier type nmod for both would fail to distinguish these constructions. Thus, UD Finnish carries over the original TDT distinction and defines a language-specific subtype nmod:own to address this issue. nmod:own can then trivially be mapped to nmod when the distinction is not required.
The total number of dependency relation types defined in UD Finnish is 43, consisting of 32 universal relations and 11 language-specific subtypes. In the original TDT annotation, 46 dependency types are used, with an additional 4 types to mark non-tree structures used in the second annotation layer of TDT. In UD Finnish, the second annotation layer does not expand the set of dependency types. Although not currently formalized in UD, the extended layer of annotation from TDT (Haverinen et al., 2013b) was converted as well and is included in the UD version of TDT. This extended TDT layer includes (1) conjunct propagation, where dependencies of the head of a coordination structure are propagated where applicable also to the other coordinated elements, (2) external subjects (xsubj) of open clausal complements, (3) name dependencies marking named entities spanning several words and having some internal syntactic structure, (4) dependencies marking the syntactic function of relativizers, and (5) the ellipsis dependency marking constructions involving ellipsis. Of these, conjunct propagation is converted using the same rules as the base syntax dependencies, external subjects are renamed to the standard subject relation nsubj or the languagespecific nsubj:cop copula subject relation, the name dependencies are preserved, dependencies marking the syntactic function of relativizers are converted and placed into the base layer, replacing the rel dependency type (which is eliminated) and ellipsis dependencies are removed together with the null nodes they marked. (We refer to the UD Finnish documentation for further details.)
Implementation
While POS tags and morphological features could be mapped with rules affecting a single word and only referencing properties of that word, the dependency annotation mapping requires changes to the tree structure and the ability to refer to a wider syntactic context in mapping rules. The conversion is implemented using the dep2dep tool which allows rules that produce dependencies in the output tree based on an input tree context that can be specified in considerable detail: it can match subtree structures, specify negations (e.g. does not have a property, dependent, or subtree), refer to the morphological layer, the linear order of tokens, and to additional meta-data such as PropBank argument roles. The tool is implemented as a compiler that converts the source expressions into predicates in Prolog, which is then used to apply the rules.
As an illustration, consider the rule below, which specifies that an advcl UD dependency is to be produced between a verb and its participial modifier partmod in the transitive case, providing that the participle is not a core argument of the verb in the PropBank.
In total, the conversion consists of 116 such rules, of which 22 are simple direct dependency renamings, and the remaining refer to a broader context. We note that these rules did not aim to be universal or exhaustive: a small number of dependencies, on the order of 250, were not covered by the rules and were edited manually upon conversion. This was more efficient than writing rules that only apply to generate very few or only single dependencies.
Null tokens
In many situations sentences can be incomplete and elements obvious from the context can be omitted. In gapping, an elliptic sentence element is omitted to avoid unnecessary repetition, whereas in sentence fragments the main predicate is absent. The analysis of fragments and sentences including gapping is difficult, and many different approaches have been proposed. In TDT the omitted token, most commonly a verb, is replaced with a null token, which is given a full morphological analysis and which acts as a normal token in the syntactic analysis.
UD takes a different approach to analyzing omitted sentence elements. UD aims in general to avoid representing things that are absent, and does not define a way to introduce null tokens. Instead, for example to address coordination with ellipsis, UD introduces a special dependency type remnant. Thus, e.g. Maija meni Pariisiin ja Mirja Prahaan "Maija went to Paris and Mirja to Prague" is analysed with an empty token representing meni "went" in the second constituent in (Lynn et al., 2014) TDT, but with remnant relations between Maija and Mirja and between Pariisiin and Prahaan in UD Finnish (see Figure 3 ). We applied a combination of custom scripts and manual reannotation to resolve empty nodes in the conversion of TDT to UD Finnish. Table 4 shows token statistics for the 10 languages for which treebanks were included in the initial UD data release. With over 200,000 tokens, the UD Finnish treebank is in a mid-size cluster among the UD version 1 languages together with German, English and Italian. This is a relatively prominent position for Finnish, which until recently had no publicly available treebanks. We hope that the availability of this corpus will encourage further interest in Finnish dependency parsing.
Annotation statistics

Experiments
As discussed by de in the context of the Universal Stanford Dependencies which formed the basis on which UD was built, parsing accuracy has not been a major consideration in the definition of the scheme. In fact, a number of the design choices taken, such as the attachment of auxiliaries and prepositions as dependents rather than governors of their semantic head is known to result in a numerically worse parsing accuracy. Additionally, as the conversion is an automatic process, the resulting noise may have a detrimental effect on parsing accuracy as well. To quantify these effects, we carry out several parsing experiments, comparing the Stanford Dependencies annotation in TDT with its conversion to the UD format. Further, since TDT now contains also fully manually annotated morphology, we will pay extra attention to morphological processing in the evaluation. We base the experiments on the publicly available Finnish parsing pipeline. 6 The pipeline uses the CRF-based tagger Marmot (Müller et al., 2013) , in conjunction with the two-level morphological analyzer OMorFi (Pirinen, 2008; Lindén et al., 2009) . The morphological analyzer is used to provide the set of possible morphological readings (lemma, POS, and features) of every recognized word, which are subsequently given as features to the Marmot tagger. We initially apply a hard constraint approach, where the output of the tagger is used to select one of these readings (the reading with the highest overlap of tags and a priority for readings matching the main POS), effectively disambiguating OMorFi output. For words not recognized by OMorFi, the reading produced by Marmot is used as-is, and the wordform itself is used in place of the lemma. This has so far been the strategy taken when learning to parse Finnish (Bohnet et al., 2013 ). The tagged text is then parsed with the Mate tools graph-based dependency parser (Bohnet, 2010) . 7 As baseline, we consider the most recent Finnish dependency parser trained and evaluated on the original distribution of TDT. Note that the test sets differ: the baseline is evaluated on a test set matching the data it was trained on, which differs from the new test set in several aspects such as the treatment of named entities. The results are thus broadly comparable, but not directly so.
POS PM FM LAS UAS Baseline (Haverinen et al., 2013b) 94 Table 5 : Results of the parsing experiments. SD refers to the morphological tagset and dependency relations as defined in TDT, UD to the universal tagset and relations, and pure UD to UD relations with no language-specific extensions. POS is the POS tagging accuracy, PM the accuracy of POS and all features, FM the accuracy of full morphology (including the lemma), and LAS and UAS are the standard labeled and unlabeled attachment score metrics. Table 6 : Results of the UD parsing experiments with the soft and hard-pos morphological tagging strategies.
POS PM FM LAS UAS
The results are summarized in Table 5 . Firstly, we see that all results are roughly comparable, meaning that the conversion to UD has had no major effect on the parsing accuracy. However, the attachment scores are somewhat lower compared to the baseline, likely due at least in part to the different treatment of named entities in the previously published baseline parser as opposed to both the newly introduced SD and UD versions of TDT. Unsurprisingly, the labeled attachment score is slightly higher for the pure UD scheme with no language-specific relations.
We additionally focused on morphological tagging. As TDT now contains manual morphological annotation, the analyses are no longer tightly bound to OMorFi as they were in the original release of TDT. We therefore consider also a soft constraint approach, where the tags given by Marmot are preserved, and OMorFi is only used to select the lemma (from the reading with the highest overlap of tags). This results in morphological analyses superior in POS accuracy but inferior in the prediction of full features. To address this issue, we implemented a new tagging strategy that applies the hard constraint only in cases where the predicted POS can be found among the analyses given by OMorFi (referred to as hard-pos). The results show an across-the-board improvement for this strategy as well as numerically the best scores for Finnish with the graph-based parser of Bohnet (2010) (Table 6 ).
Conclusions
We have presented Universal Dependencies (UD) for Finnish, detailing the application of general UD guidelines to the annotation of parts-ofspeech, morphological features, and dependency relations in Finnish and introducing a conversion from the previously released Turku Dependency Treebank corpus into the UD Finnish treebank released in the first UD data release. We also performed experiments evaluating a state-of-theart parser on both the source treebank, TDT, and the target UD Finnish treebank, finding that performance is slightly improved in the conversion, which supports both the accuracy of the conversion and the feasibility of UD as a parsing target.
All of the tools and resources described in this work are available under open licenses from http://bionlp.utu.fi/ud-finnish.html.
